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The rand’s return back to 2019 highs
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The South African rand has not only been the strongest
emerging market currency year-to-date, but also the
currency to post the largest rally within the expanded
majors. The rand’s 8% rally YTD against the US dollar
outstrips the likes of the Canadian dollar and the British
pound, which have both been in favour this year due to
constructive economic backdrops and increasingly
hawkish rhetoric from monetary policymakers.
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While on a year-to-date basis the rand’s performance is notable, it is even more so when
looking at May alone. The rand ripped over 5% higher against the dollar in the space of a
month, breaking through the psychological 14.00 barrier in the process to close the month
out at highs not seen since early 2019.

While we argued back in our May forecasts that the rand will be subject 
to mean reversion over the forecast horizon, the improvement in the 
global economic backdrop and South Africa’s economic fundamentals 

since suggests this is unlikely to be the case going forward. 

In our June submission, we have revised our USDZAR forecasts to become increasingly more
bullish on the rand. This reflects the positive fiscal developments, strong positive real yield
spread, improvement in the market’s risk appetite and the constructive global
macroeconomic backdrop. We now expect USDZAR to trend down towards the 13.2 level
over the course of the next twelve-months, which would see the rand trade at levels last
seen in January 2019. However, over the six-month horizon, rising DM yields should place the
rand under renewed pressure, although we deem this as a temporary headwind due to real
yields in the DM space still trading in negative territory.

The risks to our USDZAR forecasts are largely balanced over the coming twelve-months, while
public health concerns amid an imminent third wave pose risks of ZAR weakness in the short-
run relative to our 13.5 one-month forecast. However, the probability of the third wave
weighing on the rand’s rally is more limited than one would initially expect seeing as market
participants have shown a proclivity to look through public health concerns in subsequent
waves within the EM space.
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ZAR rallies beyond pre-pandemic levels as investors flood into South African assets

Monex’s June forecasts

Currency Pair 1-month
30th Jun 2021

3-month
31st Aug 2021

6-month
30th Nov 2021

12-month
31st May 2022

USDZAR 13.5 13.4 13.5 13.2

EURZAR 16.5 16.5 16.6 16.4

Fiscal and economic backdrop more conducive to a sustained rally in the
rand

Our previous argument of USDZAR mean-reversion to 2021 averages was based upon the
presence of still weak economic fundamentals, which we believed would ultimately weigh on
the rand going forward. In this light, the rand’s rally was viewed as a by-product of temporary
technical factors along with renewed global risk appetite. These technical factors included
rising swap rates stemming from loan payments by the IMF and New Development Bank.
However, over the past month, South Africa’s domestic economic fundamentals have started
to firm, even in the face of an imminent third wave, while the international backdrop has
become more conducive to stronger growth in South Africa and robust risk appetite.

One of the largest developments over the last month has been the announcement of South
Africa’s improved fiscal position.



At the beginning of May, the Treasury estimated a budget deficit of ZAR551.9bn for the
2020/21 fiscal year. Sitting at around 11.2% of GDP, the main budget deficit came in much
better than the 12.3% estimate presented by Finance Minister Mboweni back in February,
with the improvement driven by better tax receipts and marginally reduced spending. This
has resulted in lower South African Government Bond (SAGB) issuance at a time when
demand for South Africa’s higher yielding debt was already elevated. South Africa’s fiscal
position also received a welcome boost from the long-lasting drag that is Eskom. At the end
of May, Public Enterprises Minister Pravin Gordham
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This improved fiscal 
position has resulted 

in an influx of demand 
for SAGBs, highlighted 
by the rise in the bid-
to-cover ratio on the 

10Y auctions. 

announced that Eskom’s net debt dropped to
ZAR401bn from ZAR484bn at the end of FY20/21
after broad restructuring, repayment in maturing
debt and exchange rate developments. While the
improved fiscal position could still be eroded by an
appeal against the government’s decision not to
pay wage increases under the 2018 three-year
agreement in 2020, the signs of progress are still a
positive for investor sentiment.

SAGB 10Y bid-to-cover 4-week average rises to
multi-year highs as foreign investors return to
South African debt market

The improved fiscal position has also been coupled with an improving economic backdrop.
Rising commodity prices along with improved global economic growth conditions have
filtered through into South Africa’s current account.
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While the improvement hasn’t been confirmed yet, expectations for Q1’s current account
data (released June 10th) is for it to rise from ZAR198bn in Q4 to ZAR209bn in Q1. This would
represent an increase in the surplus from 3.7% of GDP to 4.3%, while trade balance data
continues to print near record levels at the beginning of Q2. Meanwhile, the delay in South
Africa’s third wave means tighter containment measures are set to limit economic activity at
a time when global growth conditions are more robust. This should limit the growth impact
somewhat from renewed lockdown measures.

Bloomberg Barclays EM total returns index (unhedged USD) shows ZAR carry as the most
attractive trade in Q2 thus far

Foreign investors have so far looked through the rising case count in South Africa as the rand
continues to trade around our one-month target of 13.5, largely due to the attractive carry
properties that remain in play.

At present, South African authorities have reimposed curfew measures and capacity limits on
certain sectors as 4 out of 9 provinces have announced a formal third wave.

However, we expect sentiment around South African assets to begin 
to top out in the near-term as load shedding and tighter lockdown 

measures limit economic activity in the last month of Q2. 



On the vaccine front, rollout has been hampered by a lack of delivery and the cancellation of
AstraZeneca contracts due to side effect concerns. To date, South Africa has vaccinated
500,000 of its 1.2m health workers, while some 200,000 elderly have received their first jab
as the inoculation programme is expanded. The current wave should peak towards the start
of Q3 as a combination of lockdown measures and increased vaccinations begin to work.
Currently, the government is expected to vaccinate some 5m elderly by the end of June, with
4.5m Pfizer doses due for delivery. Our expectation of South Africa’s third wave to be more
short-lived and inflict less economic damage than previous waves means our longer-term
view on the rand remains bullish. However, near-term risks such as a more severe third wave
or a reversion in global economic tailwinds suggests investors should remain cautious.

While we expect the headwinds to be temporary in nature, largely due to the rate of change
as opposed to the level real yields will trade at, the rand’s rally towards 2019’s highs might
begin to stall at that point. Instead, our expectation of further ZAR gains is spread out over a
longer horizon, reflecting the slow nature of the improvement in South Africa’s economic
fundamentals. Risks over the longer-term horizon are fairly balanced in our view.
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“Instead, we anticipate the rand to face greater pressure from rising US 
and DM rates over the six-month horizon as the Federal Reserve begins to 
remove the anchor from front-end real rates and the 2-year window starts 

to encompass rate lift-off.” 

Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material
is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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